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ABSTRACT 

Although patents for inventions are granted as a policy tool meant to foster the innovations and to protect the interest 

of the inventors, the relationship between the IPRs and disciplines regulating competition has always been a debated 

one. The increased international relations among the nations by way of travel, trade and capital movement has added 

to the significance of patent and patent laws, at the same time with the industrialization and grant of patent the issue 

of controlling the monopolistic power associated with IPRs in order to enhance consumer welfare has also gained 

momentum. However in the absence of any uniform international dimension over competition policies, the 

relationship between IPRs and competition law has become complex and inadequate one. The grant of  unified global 

flexible guidelines on competition policies under the patronage of WTO would definitely go long way in 

complementing the two different levels of market regulation both for developed and developing nations. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The relationship between intellectual property rights (IPRs) and disciplines regulating 

competition has attracted growing attention, particularly as a result of the expansion and 

strengthening of IP protection at the global scale. Competition law and Intellectual Property 

Rights (IPRs) policies are bound together by the economics of innovation and an intricate web of 

legal rules that seek to balance the scope and effect of each policy. IPRs protection is a policy 

tool meant to foster innovation, which not only benefits the innovators but also consumers 

through the development of new and improved goods and services, and spurs economic growth. 

It bestows on innovators the rights to legitimately exclude for a limited period of time, other 

parties from the benefits arising from new knowledge, and more specifically from the 

commercial use of innovative products and processes based on that new knowledge. In other 

words, innovators or IPRs holders are rewarded with a temporary monopoly by the law to recoup 

the costs incurred in the research and innovation process.           

 

                     Competition law, on the other hand, has always been regarded by most as essential 

mechanism in curbing market distortions, disciplining anticompetitive practices, preventing 

monopoly and abuse of dominance, inducing optimum allocation of resources and benefiting 

consumers with fair prices, wider choices and better qualities. It, therefore, ensures that the 

monopolistic power associated with IPRs is not excessively compounded or leveraged and 

extended to the detriment of competition, and thus also works to enhance consumer welfare.   

 

 

                              The relationship between IPRs and competition law has been a complex and 

widely debated one. It is about the balance between two conflicting/complementary systems and 

about two different levels of market regulations
1
. Any error in the interpretation or application of 

one policy’s rules can harm the other policy’s effectiveness. The challenge for both the policies 

is to find the proper way to maintain the balance between competition and innovation protection. 

 

IPR and Competition Law Conflicting/Complementing each other? 

                                                   
1 .US federal trade commission(2003),to promote innovation: the proper balance of competition and patent law and   

policy ,chapt.1,p.2 
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The relationship between competition law and IPRs policy is not conflicting in nature rather it 

promote investments in dynamic competition by limiting static competition. Empirically, it has 

been observed
2
 that rights over IP do not necessarily bestow their holders with market power. In 

fact, there often exist various technologies, which can be considered potential substitutes to 

confer effective constraints to the potential monopoly-type conduct of IPRs holders. For 

example, Microsoft Corporation holds the copyright for Windows, a very popular operating 

system used for Intel-compatible personal computer. However, possession of the IP for Windows 

and legal exclusivity over its use/exploitation alone do not give Microsoft market power, since 

there are many other substitutes, such as Mac OS, or Linux. What gave Microsoft the monopoly 

power in the market was the application of barriers to entry, which tilts the competitive balance 

in favor of the software giant.
3
  

              

                                    Only when alternative technologies are not available, IPRs can be said to 

grant their holders monopolistic positions in the defined relevant markets. And even then that 

alone does not create an antitrust violation. IPRs policy protects the IP based products and 

processes, and thus is nowhere near being in contradiction or conflicting with the ultimate goal 

of competition law.
4
  

 

                    We can sum up the above discussion with the words of the US Department of 

Justice (DOJ) and the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), which in their 1995, Antitrust 

Guidelines for the Licensing of Intellectual Property have been stated: 

 

“The intellectual property laws and the antitrust laws share the common purpose of promoting 

innovation and enhancing consumer welfare. The intellectual property laws provide incentives 

for innovation and its dissemination and commercialization by establishing enforceable property 

rights for the creators of new and useful products, more efficient processes, and original works of 

expression. In the absence of intellectual property rights, imitators could more rapidly 

                                                   
2 OECD (1989),competition policy and intellectual property rights ,P.14-17 
3 CUTS (forth coming) Microsoft – an anti-trust case study. 
4 In a survey conducted in 1981 by OECD, licensors reported that they face no alternate supplier only in percent of 

the case in around 30 percent of the cases ,more than 10 alternate suppliers are available.(for more details ,see. 

supra..2. p .15). 
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exploit the efforts of innovators and investors without compensation. Rapid imitation would 

reduce the commercial value of innovation and erode incentives to invest, ultimately to the 

detriment of consumers. The antitrust laws promote innovation and consumer welfare by 

prohibiting certain actions that may harm competition with respect to either existing or new ways 

of serving consumers”. 

 

 

                 It follows from the above discussion that when we think of the relationship between 

these two regulatory systems rather than being simply antithetical to each other, they 

complement each other many times in, “promoting an efficient marketplace and long-run 

dynamic competition through innovation”.
5
 From a theoretical perspective, IP is quid pro quo for 

competition. Moreover, anti-trust/competition law does not out law monopoly in all 

circumstances. For example monopoly achieved solely with “superior skill, foresight and 

industry”
6
 does not violate anti-trust/competition law. It is only when monopoly is 

acquired/maintained/extended through unlawfully anti-competitive means that it can be ruled 

unlawful. 

 

Restrictions imposed by competition law on IPRs across jurisdictions 

EUROPE 

 

The IPR/competition law interface finds its place in Article 81 of the EC Treaty which discusses 

the compatibility of IPR licensing agreements with competition policy. The policy of the EC has 

changed from liberal permissive approach to economic-centric approach which is reflected in the 

block exemption for technology transfer agreements (TTBER) of 2004, accompanied by the 

relevant Technology Transfer Guidelines, which specifically cover patents. In the year 1979 EC 

adopted its first draft on the block exemption and in the year 1984 the first block exemption was 

adopted. With this block exemption floodgates opened, the EC had very little in terms of 

                                                   
5 Anthony,S.F,anti-trust and intellectual property law:from adversaries to partners,28 AIPLA.Q.J.1(2000) http:/  

/www.ftc.gov/speeches/other/aipla.htm. 
6 United satates V. aluminium company of amarica,148 F.2 D 416,430(2D CIR 1945).see also united states V. 

Grinnell corp,384 US563,571(1996),(the offence of monopoly is distinct from “growth or development as 

consequences of a superior conduct,business acumen or historic accident”). 
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competition law concerns, relating to IPR licensing agreement post-1984. The TTBER of 1996
7
  

listed eight “blacklisted” categories including certain restrictions relating to price and output, 

competing products, exports to territories within the common market, customer allocations, R&D 

activities and full grant-grant-backs of license improvements.
8
 This block exemption was 

replaced by the 2004 TTBER. Further breaking away from the interventionist approach in 

nungesser
9
 case, the ECJ concluded that exclusivity provisions did not automatically infringed 

the Art.81
10

. Also of importance in the EC context is the yard stick for the abuse of dominant 

position under Art.82 which is often triggered by the transactions involving IPR agreements.
11

 

 

U.S 

 

The restriction imposed or the distinction between the two disciplines is not expressly recognized 

under the U.S law, but the enforcement of IPRs possibly constituting monopolization under 

Section 2 of the Sherman Act
12

 have been well-recognised.
13

  US law, under Section 33(b)(7) of 

the Lanham Act also pays special attention to the entanglement of trademarks and competition 

law, based on the recognition of the fact that trademarks become valuable property rights, as 

opposed to monopoly rights, which patent law is based on.
14

 Several US cases in this area have 

emerged from corrective measures adopted to set old monopolistic/cartel arrangements.
15

 The 

most recent legislative effort of note is the adoption of the US Antitrust Guidelines for the 

Licensing and Acquisition of Intellectual Property Rights, 1995, under which very few horizontal 

restraints as challenged as per se unlawful. Among those restraints which have been held 

unlawful, price fixing, market division and output restraints and certain group boycotts are most 

prominent.
16

 

 

                                                   
7 This was provided for under Art.3 of the TTBER 24/1996. 
8 A S Gutter man and B.J.anderson,intellectual  property in global market(1997),p.258-263 
9 Nungesser V. EC Commission(1983) 1 CM L R 278. 
10 .Erauoo-Jacquery V. la hesbignolle(1988) 4 CM L R 576, 
11  A jones & B suffrins, EC Competition law:text,cases and materials(2008) p.777. However a converse point of 

view has been expressed in U S V.westinghouse.648 F .2D 642(nineth circuit,1981) 
12 See. Walker process equipement,inc V. food Machines &chemical cor .382 US 172 (1965) 
13 See.  W.l.fugate,forign commerce &anti-trust laws: vol.II (1996),p.10-11 
14 See supra .13.p.109 
15 See humble oil &refining Co V.amarican oil corp.405 F 2D 803 (eighth CIR,1969).philip moris inc V.imperial 

tobacco  co  401 F 2D 179(fourth CIR,1968). 
16 J.watel,IPRs in the WTO and doveloping countries(2001),p.305 
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  JAPAN 

 

 Japan, also under the Licensing Agreement Act 1989 has placed five types of restrictions 

regarding unfair trade practices with respect to patent including restrictions on domestic prices of 

patented goods, prohibitions on handling or using competitors’ goods/technology, R&D 

restrictions and exclusive grant-back requirements.
17

 These have since been supplanted by 

Section 21 of the Anti-Monopoly Act and the Guidelines for Patent and Know-How Licensing 

Agreements, 1999, the combined effect of which was that acts recognized as an exercise of rights 

under the Japanese Patent Act or other Acts are no longer subject to the Anti-Monopoly Act.
18

 

 

 

The International Dimensions: TRIPs 

 

The introduction of the TRIPs Agreement has greatly expanded the purview of the WTO into 

domestic regulatory standards. The Agreement came into effect from January 01, 1995 and is till 

date the most comprehensive multilateral agreement on IPRs. It seeks to protect the innovator’s 

interest. 

 

               The definition of “rights” in the TRIPs Agreement seeks to strike an adequate and  

inherent balance with the concerns for competition. This is expressed in Article 27 of the 

Agreement, defining the scope and limitations of patents, is perhaps the most prominent 

example. The Agreement also contains a number of provisions relating to the use of IPRs with 

relevance to competition rules. Article 8(2) accompanied with paragraph1 of the preamble allow 

Members to take appropriate measures in order to prevent abusive practices. The Preamble reads:  

   

Appropriate measures, provided they are consistent with this 

Agreement, may be needed to prevent the abuse of intellectual property 

rights by rights holders or the resort to practices which unreasonably 

restrain trade or adversely affect the international transfer of technology.. 

 

                                                   
17 See R D Anderson, the interface between the competition policy And IP in the context of international trading 

system.p.655-678 
18

 See J. shibatha, patent and know  how  licenses under the Japanese anti-monopoly act, published in  J. dexl(ed) 
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Article 31 of TRIPs provides for the grant of compulsory licenses, under a variety of situations, 

such as the interest of public health, national emergencies, nil or inadequate exploitation of the 

patent in the country, anti-competitive practices by the patentees or their assignees and overall 

national interests. 

                       However the drawback related with this provision is that the Agreements, 

however, do not restrict the freedom of members to determine the grounds for compulsory 

licenses other than those explicitly mentioned therein (with the only exception being 

semiconductor technology which can only be subject to compulsory licenses for public non-

commercial use and to remedy anti-competitive practices). Diverse grounds are therefore to be 

determined by respective national laws. 

                     

 In the present context ARTICLE 40 is a provision of great importance. Article 40, by definition,  

brings within its ambit activities of transnational enterprises in issuing IPR licenses and is 

therefore far more path breaking than any such prior efforts.
19

 It provides considerable discretion 

to a Member in specifying licensing practices or conditions that may constitute an abuse of IPRs. 

The Article goes on to specify three examples of potentially abusive licensing practices . 

exclusive grant-back conditions, conditions preventing challenges to validity, and coercive 

package licensing. Broadly, the Article could cover any potential abuse of IPRs. 

 

 

Competition Law and IPRs in Developing Countries 

 

The provisions dealing with competition law under TRIPS, is no doubt an unsatisfactory one, 

there is always the possibility that this area could be a part of a broader set of negotiations on 

trade and competition at the WTO. Therefore, the development of proper frameworks to address 

the IPRs/competition interface has been given considerable importance in many national 

jurisdictions, especially developed countries. The situation in developing countries, however, is 

rather less optimistic, given their level of economic development and the scope of their legal 

regimes as well as other specific local contexts. The number of developing countries that has 

adopted competition laws has increased significantly in the 1990s. Prior to that period, some 

                                                   
19

 Supra 16 p.305 
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developing countries (e.g. India, South Africa) have had a considerable tradition in antitrust 

policies, but even then, enforcement practices have been poor.
20

 

 

                                                                       In respect of IP laws, history suggests that the 

implementation of a system to protect IP is a costly enterprise for developing countries, and they 

have often fine-tuned their IP regimes (if any) as per their development requirements rather than 

applying strictly strict rules as developed countries do. The most obvious expense is 

administrative: that is, training and managing the patent system bureaucracy. As over 80 percent 

of all patents granted in least developed countries (LDCs) belong to citizens from developed 

countries, it is hardly surprising that Third World countries see little advantage in developing an 

elaborate and costly administrative mechanism to enforce the protection of IP of foreign 

transnational corporations (TNCs). 

 

                                   There are additional economic reasons for the hesitancy of many 

developing countries to implement strong protection of IP. In order to advance, developing 

countries need maximum access to the IP of developed countries. So long as their IP laws and 

the enforcement thereof, are weak, the piracy of IP pays off handsomely. Through piracy, 

developing countries can procure needed goods and services at little cost, while industries that 

specialize in producing counterfeit goods employ thousands of workers. 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

Although we can sum up that the IP and Competition laws are not always necessarily opposite 

but rather it is complementary to each other in terms of protecting the rights of inventor and 

promoting the interest of the consumer. But due to the above mentioned differing needs, 

developing and the developed countries have vastly differing viewpoints concerning competition 

policies. Developing countries normally tailor competition policies, (if any) including specific 

regulations on the interface between IPRs and competition, to their own conditions and goals, 

unrestricted by international rules and coercion by developed countries. In doing so they do not 

                                                   
20 See the various findings of CUTS 7-up project, recently concluded  research and advocacy project on competition 

regimes in seven developing countries. (India, South Africa, Zambia, Tanzania, Pakistan, Bangladesh and 

Kenya),which can be found  at www.cuts-ccier.org 
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need to adopt the models of IPR and competition policies adopted and applied in developed 

countries. Such policies should be simpler in developing countries than in developed countries. 

The international organizations like WTO, etc should come forward to help in formulating such 

policies to be enforceable by much weaker states, and to promote long term growth of 

productivity that is of dynamic rather than static in nature.
21

 

 
 
                                        

                                                   
21

 Singh & Dhumale, 1999,P.12,as cited by CORREA(2000). 


